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Analysis of a large sample of household artifact assemblages from residential zones dating to the
Hongshan period (4500–3000 BCE) in northeastern China complements regional-scale settlement study
and excavation of house structures, platforms, and tombs. Prestige differentiation between household
units is recognizable but modest. Productive differentiation is also present, indicating a very small degree
of economic interdependence between households involving the utilitarian goods of daily life. Exchange
did transcend both local and regional-scale communities, but movement of goods seldom exceeded a few
kilometers. Standards of living were similar across households, with no sign of wealth differentiation.
Confirming what has previously been suggested about the role of belief systems in Hongshan social inte-
gration, the strongest differentiation detectable in the household evidence involved religious roles and
ritual activities. The elaboration of ceremonial architecture and funerary ritual of the Hongshan core zone
is thus seen not to correspond to larger regional-scale communities, greater projection of political power,
a more specialized economy, larger-scale exchange of goods, or accumulation of wealth. These commonly
imagined aspects of early complex society were strikingly underdeveloped in Hongshan society, given its
complex ceremonial architecture, elaborate burial treatment of presumed ritual specialists, and famous
jade carvings.

� 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Archaeologists can sometimes be quick to attach labels like
early complex society, chiefdom, rank society, or middle-range society
to contexts with conspicuously elaborate burials and monumental
architecture or other public works. It is often assumed that burials
of special people and the organization of labor for communal con-
struction automatically form a package with political integration
under powerful leaders, specialized production, economic control,
accumulation of wealth, and other features of social complexity.
Perhaps because of a deeply ingrained heritage from unilineal cul-
tural evolutionary approaches of the mid-twentieth century, the
relationships among the several elements of this package are
sometimes so taken for granted that the mere presence of archae-
ologically conspicuous burials and public works leads researchers
to infer the presence of all the other elements even when direct
evidence for them is nonexistent. If we think that the relationships
between these elements might vary in different settings and we
want to investigate this variation, then this procedure clearly will
not do—it assumes that the relationships are invariant. Highly
elaborate burials almost certainly do indicate individuals who
were especially important in their communities. In similar fashion,
public works of much scale indicate organized collective labor.
Abundant empirical evidence shows, however, that these two
aspects of early complex societies do not always correspond to
much in the way of political integration, powerful leadership,
wealth differences, economic control, specialized production, or
other forms of asymmetrical relationships. Much is to be learned
about social dynamics by investigating which of these elements
combine (and how they combine) in different trajectories of early
complex society development (Drennan and Peterson, 2006,
2012; Peterson and Drennan, 2012). Pursuit of such investigations
requires careful attention in each case to separate and direct
archaeological evidence for the different elements of the supposed
package.

Archaeology can make an especially direct approach to the
dynamics of social change in the past by studying the relationships
between the households that make up local communities. This set
of relationships is the matrix of interaction in which human agents
act. It is the arena in which they may find ways to cooperate
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toward common objectives; it is the arena in which they may come
into conflict when the aims they pursue seem to interfere with
each other; and it is the arena in which human relationships
may become strongly asymmetrical leading, in some cases, to dra-
matic inequalities of several different kinds (Drennan et al., 2010).
For early complex societies this matrix of interaction is the set of
social relationships that most often comprise a village—a spatial
cluster of households set off from others, probably sharing some
sense of cultural identity and certainly (given the constraints of
transportation and communication in the ancient past) interacting
more intensively with each other than with the members of house-
holds in other more distant villages. The elements of the imagined
unified package of complex society characteristics are often
thought to grow together naturally from the social context pro-
vided by ‘‘the Neolithic village.” And local village communities
are indeed a particularly important focus for understanding the
emergence and development of the earliest complex societies
because the growth of local communities, change in the patterns
of human relationships within them, and the establishment of
stronger integration with neighboring local communities to form
regional entities are the very essence of complex society
development.
2. Hongshan villages and supra-local communities

The Neolithic Hongshan period in northeastern China (ca.
4500–3000 BCE) provides an opportunity to approach such a tran-
sition from the perspective of relationships between households in
local communities. Hongshan villages are known from several
excavated sites (summarized by Peterson and Lu [2013] and Peter-
son et al. [2014a:39–41]). The most completely exposed is Baiyin-
changhan (Fig. 1). By global comparative standards,
Baiyinchanghan is a relatively dispersed village community with
17 structures in two groups, each arranged around an open plaza,
with associated storage pits of various kinds, rectangular graves,
and other features scattered across 4.5 ha (Neimenggu, 2004).
The typical Hongshan house plan is rectangular, with a floor
50 cm or more below ground level, an entry ramp up to ground
level on one side, and a central hearth (Fig. 2). A timber-frame
superstructure was enclosed in wattle and daub and supported a
thatch roof. Most houses are between 20 and 30 m2; they are reg-
ularly interpreted as nuclear family residences whose shelter
would have been needed in the fairly harsh temperature extremes
of both winter and summer. Earlier house structures were larger—
often 50–80 m2 in Xinglongwa times (6000–5250 BCE) and over
30 m2 in Zhaobaogou times (5250–4500 BCE). The smaller Hong-
shan houses might be interpreted as a decline in prosperity or
standards of living. At least two Hongshan sites have a single much
larger structure, as at Xishuiquan (Fig. 2), where one of the three
structures excavated covers about 100 m2 (Zhongguo, 1982). The
largest structure at Baiyinchanghan is not completely preserved,
but is spatially set apart from the other structures at the site
(Neimenggu, 2004). Most structures have no associated storage
pits, but over one-third of the storage capacity of the settlement
is highly visible and publicly accessible in the area around this lar-
ger structure. Artifact samples associated with structures are small
and consist of relatively complete artifacts from floors and pits
rather than fragmentary artifacts screened from midden deposits,
but artifacts related to craft work and storage seem especially
abundant at the larger structure, whereas food production and
preparation tools are more abundant elsewhere. The proportions
of decorated ceramics and serving vessels are relatively low at
the larger structure, and higher proportions of fine-paste pottery
occur at several other structures. For these reasons the larger struc-
tures are not likely to be elite residences; they are usually inter-
preted as places for collective activities in which all the residents
of the local community participated.

Artifacts and ecofacts from excavations document cultivation of
millet and other cereals, gathering of acorns and other plants, pig
husbandry, and hunting deer and other species. Phytoliths and
starch grains from residues on 12 Hongshan grinding stones from
Baiyinchanghan support this account (Liu et al., 2016), although
the rice starch grains on one grinding stone seem more likely a
result of contamination than either cultivation or import. Hong-
shan villagers also made pottery and stone tools, spun thread,
wove cloth, worked leather, and made ornaments of shell and
stone. Production of these goods is usually thought to be organized
at the household level. Some suggest craft specialization, especially
for elaborate ceremonial items of carved stone and pottery, on the
basis of their elaborateness and the supposed difficulty of making
them, but very little direct evidence of productive organization has
been reported. Altogether 19 burials from the occupations at Nan-
taizi and Baiyinchanghan suggest modest social differentiation.
Some are simple interments in pit graves with no offerings. The
most elaborate had three ceramic vessels, two flaked stone tools,
a stone shovel, a stone axe, a quern and roller, and three bone tools
interred with four individuals in a single grave (Neimenggu, 1994);
another had a pair of jade earrings, a stone chisel, and shells in the
hand of the lone individual.

Hongshan villages were usually quite small. Not surprisingly,
those chosen for excavation seem among the larger and more
nucleated. Baiyinchanghan’s population might be estimated at
around 50–100 people, allowing 3–6 per house (somewhat small
for nuclear families but a figure often used for Hongshan houses
since they are rather small). Comprehensive regional-scale settle-
ment research has been carried out for two survey areas within
the Hongshan culture area: Chifeng and the Upper Daling valley
(Chifeng, 2011a, 2011b; Peterson et al., 2010, 2014a, 2014b). In
the Upper Daling valley 87% of Hongshan local communities had
fewer than 5–10 inhabitants and were thus not villages at all but
scattered homesteads. Eight local communities (6%) had popula-
tions estimated in the general size range of Baiyinchanghan or lar-
ger (more than 30–60 and up to the largest at 250–500
inhabitants). Although these larger local communities were few
in number, about three-fourths of the Upper Daling valley’s popu-
lation did live in them, so village living was the most common pat-
tern for Hongshan people. Results from the Chifeng region are
similar, and most other known Hongshan settlements fit this
description, although there are a few apparent contradictions to
the pattern as well.

At Weijiawopu (Fig. 1), coring across 9.3 ha suggests houses in
an area of 4.6 ha (Cao, 2010; Duan et al., 2011). Of the 4.6 ha, about
one-fourth (1.2 ha) has been completely excavated, exposing 78
houses. A similarly dense occupation in the remaining three-
fourths would amount to a total of around 300 houses and a pop-
ulation of perhaps 900–1800. If true this would make Weijiawopu
a much larger and much more nucleated village than other known
Hongshan villages. As usual, however, when estimating popula-
tions of large settlements by counting houses, it is difficult to judge
just how many of the houses were occupied contemporaneously.
The house floors seem to group into three sets at different depths
below the modern ground surface, perhaps indicating a chronolog-
ical distribution. If only around one-third of the houses at Weijia-
wopu were occupied at the same time, then its population would
be comparable to the larger villages known elsewhere.

Several sites known only from their surface remains have also
been described as very large compact villages. At these sites, pre-
sumed house locations are observable on the surface as patches
of dark soil 4–6 m across. Occasionally such a patch has been cut
across by agricultural terracing or erosion, making it possible to
observe the deposits below in a cut bank, where an unmistakable



Fig. 1. Regions and sites mentioned in the text.

Fig. 2. Typical Hongshan house structures excavated at four sites (left) and a house-like structure probably for communal activities (right). Gray areas are hearths; other
features within the Xishuiquan structure are pits. (After Neimenggu, 2004:379–380, 1997:57, 1994:96–97; Neimenggu and Chifeng, 2008:8; Zhongguo, 1982:184–185.)
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house floor can sometimes be seen. At Duliyingzi (Aohan, 2009)
and at sites 6375, 6384, X11, and others in the Lower Bang valley
(Zhongguo and Neimenggu, 2005) these dark patches have been
mapped as circles in fairly regular rows at quite close spacing, con-
trasting with the more dispersed character of most excavated vil-
lages but perhaps consistent with the most compact habitation
areas known from systematic regional settlement analysis. Densi-
ties at Duliyingzi and Site 6375 are 19 and 16 houses/ha, respec-
tively—comparable to Weijiawopu at 17 houses/ha even if all
were occupied contemporaneously. Densities as high as
20 houses/ha can be estimated in the Upper Daling valley (see
below), but only in very small patches (around 0.5 ha) within lar-
ger more dispersed villages. In contrast, such densities cover the
entire settlements mentioned above, ranging up to 6.7 ha. At Site
X11, 22 dark circles in 0.6 ha would yield a density of 37 houses/
ha, and at Site 6384, 52 dark circles are packed into a single patch
of less than 0.5 ha in the center of the site, for an astounding den-
sity of over 104 houses/ha.

The largest total population based on such house counts would
be 300–600, consistent with the largest local communities esti-
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mated from regional settlement analysis, but the higher degrees of
nucleation implied across fairly large areas at some of the sites
where dark circles are mapped would be exceptional when com-
pared either to sites where degree of nucleation is determined
from artifact densities or to those that have been excavated. The
authors’ first-hand observations at Duliyingzi and Lower Bang sites
6375, 6384, and X11 is that surface artifact densities are quite low
by comparison with those recorded in Chifeng and the Upper Dal-
ing valley, where the most nucleated patches within Hongshan vil-
lages can reach surface densities of 1–2 sherds/m2 averaged across
areas of 0.25 ha or so (that is, not counting small hot spots of
higher density). Surface densities at Duliyingzi and Lower Bang
sites 6375, 6384, and X11 are perhaps two orders of magnitude
lower—in the neighborhood of 0.01–0.02 sherds/m2. It cannot be
that Hongshan artifacts at these latter sites are more deeply buried
and thus invisible, or the dark circles would be also. The conclusion
seems inescapable that the dark circles mapped at these sites can-
not all represent contemporaneously occupied houses, or there
would be denser accumulations of sherds. Thus both total Hong-
shan populations and residential densities were much lower than
just counting circles would suggest—well within the range for vil-
lages known from regional settlement study in Chifeng and the
Upper Daling valley, and in fact in the lower part of that range.

At a larger, regional scale, settlement analysis for Chifeng
(Chifeng, 2011a, 2011b) and the Upper Daling valley (Peterson
et al., 2010, 2014a, 2014b) shows repetitive clusters of Hongshan
occupation, each a few (4–8) kilometers across. Mostly they con-
tain a few hundred (200–500) inhabitants; one stands out slightly
in demographic terms with an estimated 450–900 inhabitants.
Often a particularly large village or two or three somewhat smaller
ones close together form the demographic center of these settle-
ment clusters, which have been interpreted as the earliest identifi-
able integrated regional social entities in northeastern China.
Ritual and ceremonial activities have been seen by many scholars
as the principal integrative forces in Hongshan societies (e.g.
Guo, 1995; Nelson, 1996; Li, 2008). The most conspicuous and
famous archaeological remains of Hongshan societies are circular
or square stone-faced platforms, often incorporating burials with
offerings consisting largely of jade elaborately carved in apparently
symbolic forms (summarized by Peterson and Lu, 2013:56–61).
These platforms are commonly interpreted as ceremonial in func-
tion and the obviously important individuals buried in them as
Hongshan leaders or rulers.

Although this general view of Hongshan politics and leadership
based strongly on ritual and ceremony is widely agreed to, it con-
flicts with the view, also frequently expressed in the literature (e.g.
Li, 2004; Zhang et al., 2013) that Hongshan sites can be divided
into two mutually exclusive types—ceremonial and habitation—
and that the two are not spatially associated since excavated habi-
tation sites have not included platforms with elaborate burials, and
excavation of platforms has seldom extended far beyond them to
document possible residential zones. Analysis of the distribution
of ritual facilities and their relationship to population clusters in
the Upper Daling valley, however, demonstrates that ceremonial
platforms tend to occupy central locations in regional-scale clus-
ters of occupation, just as would be expected if the activities that
took place at them contributed importantly to the centripetal
forces drawing settlement together into clusters (Peterson et al.,
2014a:49–69). Sometimes the platforms are right in the midst of
substantial zones of residence, sometimes slightly set off from
them, but they are regularly central within the regional-scale clus-
ters. This regional-scale connection between ceremonial architec-
ture and habitation easily escapes notice since most excavated
ceremonial sites are not in zones where comprehensive regional
settlement research has been carried out. The Upper Daling valley
is an exception in this regard since the excavated major ceremonial
structures at Dongshanzui (Guo and Zhang, 1984) are within the
Upper Daling survey area. By far the largest concentration of Hong-
shan ceremonial architecture and burials is at Niuheliang. It
includes the most impressive known examples, with several
unique features, scattered across 20 or more specific localities, a
number of which have been extensively excavated (Liaoning,
2012). Excavations tightly focused on public architecture have
exposed little in the way of residential remains, giving the impres-
sion that little or no settlement was associated with them. System-
atic regional settlement study in 2014, however, has conclusively
documented even higher population densities in the area around
these monuments than in either the Chifeng or Upper Daling
regions. The Niuheliang monument group does appear to be some-
thing quite different from the usual supra-local communities, but
the association between public architecture and habitation at a
regional scale is incontestable (Liaoning and Zhongguo, 2015;
Drennan et al., 2017).

Other evidence is more complicated. The Hongshan ceremonial
architecture known for the Chifeng region all occupies the same
kind of central location in regional settlement clusters seen in
the Upper Daling valley, but only 5 of some 14 regional-scale com-
munities of reasonable size show surface evidence of ceremonial
facilities. The absence of evidence of ceremonial architecture is
especially concentrated in the southern part of the Chifeng survey
area, where subsequent occupation and land use have been partic-
ularly intensive, so it is possible that this has erased surface evi-
dence of ceremonial structures (although this has not occurred
under generally similar conditions in the Upper Daling valley).
Fair-sized platforms occur in the Upper Laohushan valley
(Zhongguo and Neimenggu, 2005) associated with low-density
artifact scatters that resemble the surface evidence of Hongshan
occupation in Chifeng. Habitation remains are documented for
the Lower Bang valley, even if the local communities seem smaller
and less nucleated than the number of dark circles would make it
seem (see above), but in a region where conditions would make
remains of public architecture fairly conspicuous, platforms have
not been found (Zhongguo and Neimenggu, 2005). When and
where they occur, then, ceremonial platforms seem located for
an important role in Hongshan daily life, but in the southern part
of the Chifeng region and the Lower Bang valley, evidence of public
architecture is curiously scarce, a point to which we will return
below.

At a yet larger macro-regional scale including the entire Hong-
shan culture area, another distributional pattern of Hongshan cer-
emonial architecture and elaborate burials emerges. A substantial
majority of the largest and most impressive ceremonial structures,
as well as the most elaborate burials with the finest carved jades,
occurs in what we have referred to as the Hongshan ‘‘core zone”
(Peterson et al., 2010, 2014a; Drennan et al., 2014)—a band some
150 km long and 50 km wide (Fig. 1). At one end is the unique con-
centration of platforms and burials at Niuheliang, separated by
25 km from another especially impressive excavated ceremonial
complex at Dongshanzui (in the Upper Daling valley). At the other
is an architecturally elaborate tomb with carved jade birds and
jewelry at Hutougou. In between are the Upper Laohushan valley
with an excavated trapezoidal platform at Caomaoshan and at least
five platforms at other sites, a recently excavated elaborate tomb
within a platform near Chaoyang, and a generally much higher
density of more impressive ceremonial architecture than occurs
outside this core zone.

It is quite clear that the entire Hongshan culture macro-region
of some 250,000 km2 was not integrated into a single polity,
although Niuheliang may have played an especially important role
in establishing and maintaining cultural and ideological identity
across this large region, perhaps as a pilgrimage center (Drennan
et al., 2017). But the artistic and architectural manifestations of
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Hongshan culture are by far most elaborately developed in a core
zone that includes Niuheliang. We hasten to add that we do not
use the terms ‘‘core” and ‘‘periphery” to imply anything like a
world systems model. But the artistic and architectural achieve-
ments of what we refer to as the Hongshan core are generally
assumed to correspond to a greater elaboration of ritual and cere-
monial activity, and it is tempting to think of presumed leaders
buried in much more impressive ways in the core zone as wielding
greater power and/or accumulating greater wealth than those of
the Hongshan periphery. One can imagine that they ruled over lar-
ger polities whose populations could more easily marshal the
resources for large public works projects and the sustenance of
elites than those of the periphery. Results of the Upper Daling val-
ley regional-scale settlement study around Dongshanzui in the
core zone, however, indicate that overall regional population den-
sities were not higher in the core zone. Nor were local communi-
ties markedly larger than those in the peripheral Chifeng region
(Peterson et al., 2010, 2014a). Both the spatial and demographic
scales of supra-local communities in the Upper Daling valley and
Chifeng were also quite similar, so core zone leaders do not seem
to have forged larger political entities. The difference between core
and periphery, then, does not seem to be larger politically inte-
grated populations that sustained greater artistic and architectural
outlay on ceremony.

The local and regional-scale communities of the core zone,
though, might have been more prosperous. The core zone might
have had a more highly developed economy involving greater pro-
ductive differentiation (Drennan and Peterson, 2012:78–79) and
more household economic interdependence in the realm of the
practical utilitarian goods of daily life. Wealth and/or prestige dif-
ferentiation (Drennan and Peterson, 2012:76–78) might have been
stronger in core zone communities. To be clear, by ‘‘wealth” and
‘‘prestige” we mean just what the words commonly mean in Eng-
lish: wealth is an abundance of valuable material possessions, and
prestige is esteem or respect in the non-economic sphere of social
relationships. While the two may well be connected, such that
wealth confers prestige (or vice versa), this is not necessarily the
case. A clear conceptual distinction between the two principles is
required in order to investigate empirically whether they are con-
nected in a particular context or not and, if so, how. Re-labeling
prestige differentiation ‘‘relational wealth” (e.g. Diwan, 2000;
Borgerhoff Mulder et al., 2009) only confuses the issue and sublim-
inally undermines the important point that prestige is not per se
economic in nature. And these concerns bring us directly back to
the issue we opened with above: how interaction between house-
holds in local communities changes as the conspicuous archaeo-
logical manifestations of complex societies appear and elaborate.
3. Delineating household units

Collecting the evidence needed to reconstruct patterns of inter-
action between households in local communities has often been
labeled household archaeology. The sketch above of what is
already known about Hongshan households and villages results
from a long tradition of household archaeology in China, although
it has not usually been given that label. Excavation of Hongshan
residences has provided an idea of village layout and knowledge
of the general nature of structures, pits, burials, and other features,
although the sample of excavated features is not large and very lit-
tle of it pertains to the core zone. These excavations in the Hong-
shan periphery have also produced artifacts, especially whole or
reconstructable pottery vessels and complete or near-complete
artifacts of stone, bone, and other materials. Comprehensive recov-
ery of highly fragmented remains from middens and other trash
deposits has been less common, and this sharply limits our ability
to reconstruct the potentially differing activities, roles, and sta-
tuses of different households upon which their interactions are
based.

The analysis presented below is based on just such fragmented
remains of garbage with the aim of using the artifact assemblages
recovered from different household units to assess the degree of
differentiation between households in communities of both the
Hongshan core and periphery in terms of prestige, production,
wealth, and ritual. These assessments of several different kinds of
inter-household differentiation, when compared between core
and periphery, make it possible to say what kinds of forces were
operating more strongly in the core zone and thus might be
involved in the apparently more impressive expressions of elite-
ness, leadership, or power there. We might find, for example, that
wealth differentiation (seen as higher proportions of more costly
possessions in some household units) was stronger in the core
zone and thus potentially the basis of greater power wielded by
leaders or elites there. Alternatively, we might find that wealth dif-
ferentiation was slight and no greater in the core than in the
periphery, and thus conclude that it was not accumulation of
material wealth that made core zone elites stand out more impres-
sively than those of the periphery.

The remains analyzed below were not recovered from extensive
village excavation, but instead from the surface. For many readers
this will immediately raise the question of how they can be con-
nected to households—or even whether they can be taken to repre-
sent household remains at all. The connection between Hongshan
village remains and the surface scatters of artifacts visible without
excavation is especially well documented in the Upper Daling val-
ley through extensive and intensive surface collection, magnetom-
etry, and test excavation (Peterson et al., 2014a:29–45, 2014b).
Magnetometer survey has consistently revealed high densities of
magnetic anomalies associated with the surface scatters from
which the artifacts whose analysis is reported here were recovered.
Test excavation at these sites has confirmed the anthropogenic ori-
gin of these magnetic anomalies. In some cases they result from
modification of the magnetic properties of the upper soil layers
as a product of human occupation. Other magnetic anomalies cor-
respond to such cultural features as pits and architectural arrange-
ments of rocks. The density of the surface artifact scatters regularly
increases where magnetometer survey reveals higher densities of
anthropogenic anomalies. Both radiocarbon and thermolumines-
cence dating confirms the assignment of these remains to Hong-
shan times based on well-documented ceramic styles. The
surface remains include fragments of burned daub from structure
walls. That the surface scatters represent zones of Hongshan resi-
dence with very little in the way of remains from other periods
is unequivocal. Our stratigraphic tests are the only excavations
ever carried out in these residential zones. Although cultural fea-
tures are unmistakable in the tests, their remains are so extremely
fragmented and poorly preserved that little could be learned about
structures and features by excavating them. Even artifact densities
taper off very quickly below the plow zone. Very little archaeolog-
ical evidence of these villages remains, then, except artifacts on the
surface and within a few centimeters of the present ground sur-
face. This makes surface collecting not a second-best alternative
to extensive excavation but the only way to study these Hongshan
villages in the Upper Daling valley. The conversion of these sites
into very shallow deposits with few remains of structures and fea-
tures by the deflation of the loess hills on which they occur has cre-
ated ideal conditions for the rapid and efficient recovery of very
large samples of artifacts representing a large number of separate
household units.

The household and local community evidence presented for the
first time here results from a multi-scalar research program that
began with systematic complete-coverage regional survey



Fig. 3. Locations of the three Hongshan residential zones in the Upper Daling valley
survey area. Pullouts show the configurations of surface collection grids mapped at
larger scale in Figs. 10–13.
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(Peterson et al., 2010, 2014a) of 200 km2 in the Upper Daling valley
(Fig. 3). More intensive work focused on 16 ha of moderate- to
high-density occupation documented in the regional survey in
three different localities: Dongshanzui (surrounding the excavated
ceremonial structures), Sanjia (about 1 km southwest of the Dong-
shanzui zone), and Erbuchi (about 5 km northeast of the Dong-
shanzui zone). These core zone households and communities are
compared to Fushanzhuang, a 35-ha very dispersed Hongshan vil-
lage documented by systematic complete coverage survey in the
Chifeng region (Fig. 1) and subsequently studied more intensively
(Peterson, 2006, 2012; Chifeng, 2011b).

At Fushanzhuang, Dongshanzui, Sanjia, and Erbuchi archaeolo-
gists walked systematically back and forth across the entire
selected areas at 5-m intervals marking all sherds on the surface
with pin flags. This was an efficient way to observe directly how
the density of surface artifacts varied across the areas studied
and select higher-density parts of them for even more intensive
investigation (Fig. 4). At the dispersed community of Fushanz-
huang these higher-density areas themselves were approximately
the size of the areas around individual houses at excavated sites.
These household-sized clusters of very high-density artifacts have
persisted through the millennia since Hongshan times. Their con-
nection with the subsurface structures and features representing
a household can be observed at other Hongshan residential sites
as well. As noted above, at some sites circles of dark soil visible
on the surface indicate individual Hongshan houses (even if not
all contemporaneous); these circles have not been erased by mil-
lennia of plowing, and their relation to house structures can be
confirmed through the exposure of house floors below in cut
banks. They are also associated with distinct higher-density clus-
ters of surface artifacts at sites such as Duliyingzi. Dark circles of
this sort are occasionally visible at Fushanzhuang when light and
vegetation conditions are just right; the artifact hot spots are more
conspicuous and consistently observable.

Given the size and spacing of houses at excavated sites and the
dimensions of the high-density artifact clusters at Fushanzhuang,
it is not possible that the Fushanzhuang clusters represent more
than two or three households each, and most of them probably
represent single households. At Dongshanzui, Sanjia, and Erbuchi
the same kind of very high-density artifact clusters occurred—
sometimes with dimensions similar to those at Fushanzhuang
and to excavated household remains—suggesting that they repre-
sented the garbage of one, or perhaps two, households. Other clus-
ters were larger, sometimes considerably larger, representing
zones of multiple houses and associated garbage middens at much
closer spacing than those at Fushanzhuang.

In all four residential zones, the high-density artifact clusters
identified by closely spaced field walking and placing pin flags at
artifacts were subjected to intensive surface collection and
the recovery of near-surface artifacts by raking up the uppermost
5–10 cm of soil. Horizontal control was by squares 1 by 1 m at
Fushanzhuang and 5 by 5 m at Dongshanzui, Sanjia, and Erbuchi.
(See Peterson, 2006:24–27 for full details of methodology at Fush-
anzhuang; full methodological detail and complete data for Dong-
shanzui, Sanjia, and Erbuchi are available online in the Upper
Daling Region Household and Community Dataset in the University
of Pittsburgh Comparative Archaeology Database <www.cadb.
pitt.edu> [Peterson et al., 2017].) Within the larger high-density
artifact clusters at Dongshanzui, Sanjia, and Erbuchi, closer exam-
ination of the higher-resolution density data from the intensively
collected 5-m squares revealed clustering at a yet smaller scale.
These smaller artifact clusters did approximate the dimensions
and spacing that excavated sites would lead us to expect for single
houses with associated garbage middens (or occasionally perhaps
two houses close together). Identification of these smaller-scale
hot spots within intensively collected areas completed the delin-
eation of the household units that form the cases in the analysis
presented below. Full details of this last stage of high-density clus-
ter identification are also available online (Peterson et al., 2017).

Finally the sample of household units totaled 69 (19 from Fush-
anzhuang, 17 from Dongshanzui, 23 from Sanjia, and 10 from Erbu-
chi). In no case does this represent all the households in the local
community. Fushanzhuang is estimated to have had a total of
about 30 households (on average through Hongshan times); Dong-
shanzui is part of a dispersed local community that might have had
as many as 30 households at a given time; Sanjia, as many as 100
households; and Erbuchi, some 16.

4. Identifying and comparing artifact assemblage patterns

Each of the 69 household units was represented by an artifact
assemblage consisting primarily of pottery fragments and lithic
tools. Sample sizes ranged from as small as 45 sherds from a
household unit at Erbuchi to as many as 5893 from one at Sanjia
and from as few as 6 lithics from a household unit at Erbuchi to
as many as 1313 from one at Fushanzhuang (Peterson et al.,
2017). Lithic tools were classified according to widely used mor-
phological types whose form allows at least a broad characteriza-

http://www.cadb.pitt.edu
http://www.cadb.pitt.edu


Fig. 4. A hot spot of high-density surface sherds indicated by pin-flags (toward the right rear) contrasting with a much lower-density area (foreground) in the Erbuchi
residential zone.
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tion of function. The counts recorded for various classes of ceram-
ics and lithics and their attributes were converted into a set of
ratios, proportions, and means for each household (amounting
altogether to 20 variables for ceramics and 39 for lithics). This
set of variables was winnowed down to those showing the most
interpretable and meaningful variation across household units in
a series of exploratory nonmetric multidimensional scaling analy-
ses. The final analyses presented here were based on the variables
in Table 1.

Nonmetric multidimensional scaling was the multivariate tech-
nique chosen because of its ability to simultaneously represent
varied forms of structure in a dataset (clusters, axes of scalar vari-
ation, etc.). This matched our expectation that the relationships
between household units might be complicated and of varied sorts.
The fundamental principles of multidimensional scaling are also
readily accessible to common sense and its graphical results easily
and intuitively understood (Drennan, 2009:285–307). Household
units, then, were the cases in the analyses; and characteristics of
their artifact assemblages, the variables. Consequently in each of
the multidimensional scaling plots, each point represents a house-
hold unit. Points that are closest together represent the most
strongly similar artifact assemblages; points that are farthest apart,
the most strongly differing ones. It turned out to be most meaning-
ful to analyze ceramic and lithic assemblages separately, and the
two classes of artifacts seem to be most clearly related to different
aspects of relationships between households. Analyzing the assem-
blages from Fushanzhuang separate from the assemblages of the
three residential zones in the Upper Daling valley also turned out
to be more meaningful than combining the assemblages from the
Hongshan core zone and those from the periphery into a single
analysis.
4.1. Ceramic assemblages in upper daling communities

A small selected set of variables (the first four in Table 1) encap-
sulated the most meaningful variation discovered in household
ceramic assemblages. The clearest multidimensional scaling result
(Fig. 5) was produced from standardized Euclidean distances
between all pairs of the 50 household units at Dongshanzui, Sanjia,
and Erbuchi; the final stress for this two-dimensional configuration
was 0.147.
The principle that comes through most strongly in this solution
seems connected to asymmetrical relationships between house-
holds in terms of social ranking. The four ceramic variables that
conjointly produced the patterning in Fig. 5 all have to do with
the esthetic and/or functional characteristics of ceramic vessels.
Most of the household units sampled at Dongshanzui, Sanjia, and
Erbuchi are arrayed near the right edge of the configuration. Four
household units (105 and 109 from Dongshanzui, 019 from Sanjia
and 201 from Erbuchi) pull out strongly from the main group
toward the upper, center, and lower left. All have relatively high
proportions of fine-paste ceramics; 105 and 201 are also distin-
guished by high proportions of slipped surfaces; 109 also has espe-
cially high proportions of decorated ceramics; and 019 also has
especially high proportions of serving vessels. Another six to eight
household units pull out to the left of the vertical band near the
right edge of the plot, also with relatively high proportions of
fine-paste ceramics combined in varying ways with relatively high
proportions of slipped surfaces, decoration, and serving vessels. A
high proportion of fine-paste pottery is consistently the main fac-
tor that moves household units toward the more prestigious (left)
side of the plot, and when this combines with high proportions of
one or more of the other variables, units are pulled more strongly
to the left and upward or downward. Even among the main group
of household units there is some separation with regard to these
ceramic attributes, with moderately high proportions of decoration
(in the upper right quadrant of the plot) found especially in a good
many household units at Sanjia and Erbuchi and moderately high
proportions of serving vessels (in the lower right quadrant of the
plot) found especially in a good many household units from
Dongshanzui.

A few household units then at Dongshanzui, Sanjia, and Erbuchi
have, in varying ways, higher-quality pottery assemblages than
most household units do. They would have been in better position
than others to enjoy the esthetic and practical benefits of slipped
surfaces, fine paste, and decoration and/or to have a larger inven-
tory of vessels for serving and more elegant presentation of food.
These characteristics of pottery assemblages have often been
related by archaeologists to prestige differentiation. There is also
potentially a connection to wealth differentiation since pottery
with these characteristics is more costly to produce in terms of
labor investment. In the case of Hongshan utilitarian household



Table 1
Variables used in multidimensional scaling analyses.

Ceramic variables

% Decorated Sherds. Number of Hongshan sherds with incised Z motifs, other incising, finger nail impressions, appliqué bands, or painted designs/total Hongshan
sherds

% Fine Paste Sherds. Number of Hongshan fine paste sherds/total Hongshan sherds

% Slipped Sherds. Number of Hongshan clay slipped sherds/total fine paste Hongshan sherds. Coarse paste Hongshan sherds are not slipped

% Serving Vessels. Number of Hongshan sherds from serving vessels (bo, pen, and bei)/total Hongshan sherds from identifiable vessel forms (bo, pen, and bei, plus guan,
hu, and weng)

Lithic artifact variables

% Good RawMaterials. Number of flaked and ground stone tools of high quality rawmaterials/total flaked and ground stone tools. (Good rawmaterials include siliceous
cherts and diorites in contrast to mudstones, sandstone, and quartzite)

% Ground Stone Tools. Number of ground stone tools/total flaked and ground stone tools

% Tool Blanks and Preforms. Number of unfinished tools (blanks or preforms)/total flaked and ground stone tools

% Abraders. Number of grooved abraders (for making ground stone tools)/total flaked and ground stone tools

% Awls and Drills. Number of flaked stone awls and drills/total flaked and ground stone tools

% Axes and Adzes. Number of ground stone axes and adzes/total flaked and ground stone tools

% Chopping Tools. Number of large flaked chopping tools/total flaked and ground stone tools

% Unifacial Scrapers. Number of flaked unifacial scrapers/total flaked and ground stone tools

% Projectile Points. Number of flaked projectile points/total flaked and ground stone tools

% Blade Cores. Number of blade cores/total flaked and ground stone tools

% Retouched Blades. Number of retouched blades/total flaked and ground stone tools

% Flake Cores. Number of flake cores/total flaked and ground stone tools

% Retouched Flakes. Number of retouched flakes/total flaked and ground stone tools

% Complete Unretouched Flakes. Number of complete unretouched flakes/total debitage (complete and broken flakes, flake fragments, and shatter)

% Broken Unretouched Flakes. Number of broken unretouched flakes/total debitage (complete and broken flakes, flake fragments, and shatter)

% Shatter. Number of pieces of lithic shatter (i.e. debris)/total debitage (complete and broken flakes, flake fragments, and shatter)

Average Debitage Weight. Total weight of debitage in grams/total count of debitage (complete and broken flakes, flake fragments, and shatter)

% Acute Edge Angles. Number of flaked scrapers, retouched blades, and flakes with acute edge angles (25–44�)/total flaked and ground stone tools

% Obtuse Edge Angles. Number of flaked scrapers, retouched blades, and flakes with obtuse edge angles (45–65�)/total flaked and ground stone tools

Notes: The lithic artifact category ‘‘tools” does not include shatter or unretouched flakes and blades. Debitage categories used (complete and broken flakes, flake fragments,
and shatter) conform to Sullivan and Rozen’s (1985) typology.

Fig. 5. Multidimensional scaling configuration of ceramic assemblages from household units at Sanjia (001–023), Dongshanzui (101–117), and Erbuchi (201–210).
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pottery, however, the increase in labor cost that goes with slipped
surfaces, decoration, and fine paste is minimal. Other kinds of arti-
facts that are costly to produce are absent, not only from our sur-
face collections in residential zones, but also from excavations of
residential zones at other sites where excavations have been car-
ried out. The use of higher quality pottery by the members of these
household units thus seems a question less of accumulating the
resources to afford a ‘‘luxury” than of displaying social refinement,
perhaps in contexts of social consumption of food (‘‘feasting”)
where household prestige can be enhanced. These differences thus
amount to ‘‘functional” differences between household units since
different balances of social activities are involved. The fact that
higher proportions of these four variables combine in different
ways to pull some household units out of the main group in the
scaling configuration suggests that household units with greater
social prestige displayed (and perhaps enhanced) that prestige
through social behaviors that varied somewhat from household
to household.

4.2. Ceramic assemblages at Fushanzhuang

The clearest multidimensional scaling result for the household
units at Fushanzhuang (Fig. 6) was produced in exactly the same
way: from standardized Euclidean distances between all pairs of
the 19 household units at Fushanzhuang; the final stress for this
two-dimensional configuration was 0.052.

Again the dominant principle involves asymmetrical relation-
ships between households. This time the majority of the household
units group toward the upper right of the plot. Fine paste propor-
tions are generally lower at Fushanzhuang than at the Upper Dal-
ing residential zones, and high proportions of fine paste play a
more varied role in delineating what again appears to represent
prestige differentiation. Two household units (F01 and F13B) are
separated strongly from the main cluster toward the left, one much
more strongly than the other. Two others (F03 and F06) are
strongly set off toward the bottom of the plot. It is high proportions
of decoration and slipped surfaces that distinguish the former two,
while the latter two have high proportions of fine paste and serving
vessels. A fifth household (F13A) is somewhat removed from the
main group toward the center left of the plot with a combination
of all four characteristics.

The Fushanzhuang analysis thus leads to conclusions similar to
those arrived at for the Upper Daling communities. Ceramics are an
archaeologically visible indicator of what appear to be modest dif-
ferences in social prestige between household units. The use of
pottery may also have been among the ways in which this social
prestige was reinforced and enhanced in the social matrix of Hong-
shan villages. In the Fushanzhuang scaling, there appears to be a
sharp distinction between the use of fine paste pottery and serving
and presentation of food on the one hand and the use of more elab-
orate decorated and slipped pottery on the other. We have previ-
ously used this observation to suggest two distinct sets of
behaviors involved in social prestige. Such a distinction is less clear
in the Upper Daling analysis and may be to a large extent a product
of the fact that the Fushanzhuang analysis represents only 19
households from a single residential zone whereas the Upper Dal-
ing analysis represents 50 households from three residential zones
and thus reflects a more varied set of higher-prestige households
with more subtle gradations of behavior between these two con-
trasting emphases.

Neither at Fushanzhuang nor in the Upper Daling communities
does the prestige differentiation that is indicated create sharp divi-
sions between clearly defined groups of high- and low-ranking
household units. It forms, instead, an axis of gradual variation.
The median Euclidean distance between pairs of household units
at Dongshanzui, Sanjia, and Erbuchi is 2.510 (with an error range
for 95% confidence of 2.425–2.507); for Fushanzhuang it is 2.034
(1.809–2.397). The samples of households from the Upper Daling
valley and from Fushanzhuang are thus large enough to give us
high statistical confidence that the differences between household
ceramic assemblages are greater in the core zone than in the
periphery, but those differences are not very much greater in the
core zone. In sum, then, prestige differentiation as indicated by
these ceramic variables is modestly stronger in the core zone than
in the periphery.

4.3. Lithic assemblages in upper daling communities

Of a larger number experimented with, a selected set of 19 lithic
variables produced the clearest patterning of variation in lithic
assemblages between households (Table 1). The most interpretable
multidimensional scaling result (Fig. 7) was produced from stan-
dardized Euclidean distances between all pairs of the 50 household
units at Dongshanzui, Sanjia, and Erbuchi; three dimensions were
required for an acceptably good representation of the data, and
the final stress for this three-dimensional configuration was
0.142. Since the samples of lithic artifacts from some household
units were quite small, care was taken to ensure that in no instance
were the patterns described here dependent solely or even largely
on the positions in the scaling configuration of household units
represented by fewer than 50 lithic artifacts.

Not surprisingly, the patterning in the lithic assemblages is con-
siderably more complicated than in the ceramic assemblages. In
the plot of dimensions 1 and 2, most of the household units fall
in a fairly tight cluster in the center right portion of the plot. These
household units have high proportions of unifacial scrapers, com-
plete flakes, retouched flakes, and indicators of lithic reduction.
Their lithic assemblages indicate generalized light duty cutting
and scraping activities, and the fact that this description fits such
a large number of highly similar household lithic assemblages sug-
gests that thismixed light duty tool set represents a normal range of
ordinary basic household activities.

Adzes/axes and other ground stone tools are also well repre-
sented in this cluster, with especially high proportions toward
the left side. The field clearance and cultivation indicated by this
agriculture/woodworking tool set is also an obvious component of
ordinary activities for most household units. With especially high
proportions of these tools, Household Unit 018 at the far left of
the plot might be a special locus for woodworking. The household
units at the left side of the main cluster also have high proportions
of flake cores and shatter, characteristic of late-stage lithic
reduction.

Below the main cluster in dimensions 1 and 2 lies another more
diffuse cluster in which most household assemblages have med-
ium to high proportions of retouched flakes, artifacts with obtuse
edge angles, and projectile points combined with relatively low
proportions of choppers. Hunting and heavy scraping and chopping
(perhaps hide processing) may be the activities especially strongly
represented in these household units.

Beginning in this last cluster and extending downward to
Household Unit 001 is a trend toward increasing proportions of
blade cores and thus blade production. (Household Unit 001 cannot
be confidently identified as especially strongly specialized in blade
production, though, because its sample of lithics is very small.) The
presence of these higher proportions of blade cores within the
cluster representing hunting, heavy scraping, and chopping may
suggest that these latter activities were particularly connected
with blade production. This axis corresponds to another vertical
axis of variation in the dimensions 1 and 2 plot, with proportions
of good lithic raw material increasing from top to bottom.

At the top of the dimensions 1 and 2 plot, where the last-
described axis begins are several overlapping small groups of



Fig. 6. Multidimensional scaling configuration of ceramic assemblages from household units at Fushanzhuang.
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household units with high proportions of abraders, awls/drills, and
fine-edged choppers. These tools could be used in a variety of
activities, but their association in this small set of households could
represent miscellaneous craft production of various kinds, such as
making tools or ornaments of ground stone or bone.

Looking at dimensions 1 and 3 together adds detail to the basic
picture from dimensions 1 and 2. Early-stage lithic reduction is more
clearly separated here from late-stage reduction. Toward the top of
the plot are household units with high proportions of blades and
tools with especially acute edge angles, both reflecting tools for fine
cutting.

Likewise the plot of dimensions 2 and 3 helps to clarify and
amplify the basic patterns already observed. Among the household
units forming small overlapping clusters of specialized tools for
craft production in dimensions 1 and 2, another small subgroup
with high proportions of fine-edged choppers and awls/drills is dis-
tinguished in the upper right. And household units from this set
that lie at the top of the plot of dimensions 2 and 3 have the high-
est proportions of blades. The plot of dimensions 2 and 3 also
makes the clearest distinction between household units with
low-quality lithic raw material toward the lower right in this plot
and high-quality raw material toward the upper left. The former
goes along with high proportions of debitage and probably relates
to reduction for heavy tool production, while the latter corresponds
to the group of household units involved in blade production
toward the bottom of the plot of dimensions 1 and 2.

4.4. Lithic assemblages at Fushanzhuang

The most interpretable multidimensional scaling result for
Fushanzhuang lithic assemblages (Fig. 8) was produced from stan-
dardized Euclidean distances between all pairs of the 19 household
units; three dimensions were required for an acceptably good rep-
resentation of the data, and the final stress for this three-
dimensional configuration was 0.115. This multidimensional scal-
ing result differs from that presented by Peterson (2006:147)
because slightly different variable sets were used in this reanalysis
for comparison with Upper Daling assemblages, but it leads to sim-
ilar interpretations and conclusions.

Most of the household units cluster loosely toward the upper
right in the plot of dimensions 1 and 2. This cluster appears some-
what more diffuse than the cluster including the majority of Upper
Daling household units in Fig. 7, but much of this appearance is
attributable to the smaller number of household units in the Fush-
anzhuang analysis. High proportions of ground stone tools used for
agriculture/woodworking identify these as households engaged pri-
marily in food production. Complete flakes and unifacial scrapers
represent the mixed light duty tool set that was also a part of the
assemblages of ordinary household units in the Upper Daling scal-
ing. Broken flakes and abraders for late-stage lithic reduction are
also abundant in this cluster, especially toward the right side. Also
as in the Upper Daling scaling, the mixed light duty, late-stage lithic
reduction, and agricultural/woodworking tool sets, while overlap-
ping, are most abundant in different parts of the cluster. Awls/-
drills, flake cores, shatter, debitage, and tool blanks, representing
miscellaneous craft production, early-stage lithic reduction, and heavy
tool production are especially abundant in households at and
beyond the extreme left margin of this cluster. Three of these left-
most households in the plot of dimensions 1 and 2 also have high
proportions of projectile points and choppers, suggesting emphasis
on hunting and heavy scraping and chopping. These varying
emphases on different aspects of relatively common activities indi-
cate some degree of productive differentiation, but the separation
between these groups is not as clear as in the Upper Daling scaling.

A single household unit (F04) lies far from all others in the
lower right portion of the plot of dimensions 1 and 2 because of
its very high proportions of blades and blade cores. Other house-
holds with only slightly elevated proportions of blades and blade



Fig. 7. Multidimensional scaling configuration of lithic assemblages from household units at Sanjia (001–023), Dongshanzui (101–117), and Erbuchi (201–210).
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cores are found in the lower right portion of the main cluster. The
blade production indicated for these households may have been an
activity more strongly separated from those of ordinary house-
holds than the activities discussed above.

The plot of dimensions 1 and 3 adds detail to the basic pattern
from the plot of dimensions 1 and 2. Essentially the same set of
household units occurs at the left side of both plots. In this view,
however, early-stage lithic reduction and miscellaneous craft produc-
tion are more clearly separated from late-stage lithic reduction. This
plot of dimensions 1 and 3 closely resembles the one interpreted
by Peterson (2006:147); household units group in very similar
ways in both. The plot of dimensions 2 and 3 is presented in
Fig. 8 for completeness, but it adds little to the patterns already
observed.
The patterns in the Fushanzhuang lithic assemblage analysis are
somewhat easier to describe than those in the Upper Daling anal-
ysis, reflecting less complicated sorting of activity emphases
between households. There is clearly some degree of productive
differentiation at local communities in both core zone and periph-
ery, and thus some degree of economic interdependence between
households. The median Euclidean distance between pairs of Fush-
anzhuang household lithic assemblages is 5.456 (with an error
range for 95% confidence of 5.196–5.788). For the Upper Daling
analysis, this figure is 5.680 (5.517–5.803). The statistical signifi-
cance of this difference between core zone and periphery house-
hold lithic assemblages is less than that for ceramic assemblages
and the magnitude of the difference is quite small. Core zone
household lithic assemblages thus suggest only very slightly more



Fig. 8. Multidimensional scaling configuration of lithic assemblages from household units at Fushanzhuang.
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productive differentiation than those of Fushanzhuang in the
periphery, and the degree of productive differentiation indicated
by lithics in both places seems quite small.

5. Pottery production and distribution

Another window into the operation of the Hongshan quotidian
household economy is provided by ceramics. All Hongshan pottery
was fired at relatively low temperatures that are easily achieved
without enclosed kilns and thus would lend itself to fairly dis-
persed patterns of production. It has been speculated that, because
of their very large size and elaborate painted decoration, the pro-
duction of painted ceramic cylinders (tongxingqi) used as architec-
tural elements in ceremonial platforms required skills acquirable
only through a high level of specialization (Teng, 2009; Xu,
2004). But aside from possible pottery kilns excavated at Xiao-
heyan (Liaoning et al., 1977) and Shangjifangyingzi (Jilin and
Neimenggu, 2008), there has been little direct evidence of pottery
production and no investigation of patterns of distribution.

A very large sample (n = 715) of sherds was selected from the
Upper Daling household artifact assemblages for geochemical anal-
ysis by X-ray fluorescence and X-ray diffraction (Li, 2016a, 2016b).
Altogether 16 of the 50 household units were chosen for sampling
(six each from the Dongshanzui and Sanjia zones and four from the
Erbuchi zone). Sampled households were spread broadly through
all parts of the three residential zones, and represented the full
diversity of household assemblages identified in the multidimen-
sional scaling analyses. Sherd samples were selected separately
from each household unit with a target sample size of 50 sherds
per household unit. Within each sampled household, a stratified
sampling design was used, with separate samples selected from
the abundant fine-paste sherds (n = 30) and the scarcer coarse-
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paste sherds (n = 10) and tongxingqi sherds (n = 10). For the scarcer
sampling strata the target number was not always achievable. All
715 were analyzed by handheld X-ray fluorescence, resulting in
the identification of 12 groups based on elemental composition.
A subsample of 171 sherds, representing all 12 compositional
groups, was analyzed by X-ray diffraction, revealing mineralogy
that is extremely homogeneous and common in the Upper Daling
river valley across all 12 groups, leading to the conclusion that
the rawmaterials for this pottery were all very local, varying in ele-
mental composition but not in mineralogy. This is consistent with
the observation that a small sample of sherds from Dongshanzui
that were dated by thermoluminescence had radioactivity very
similar to those of adjacent sediment samples, suggesting that
the pottery was made locally (Feathers, 2014).

All 12 compositional groups appeared at household units in all
three residential zones, but five of them were very common in the
northernmost zone at Erbuchi, less common in the central zone at
Dongshanzui, and rare in the southernmost zone at Sanjia. Three
other compositional groups were common in the south and rare
in the north. And four were common at Dongshanzui and rare
toward the north as well as toward the south (Li, 2016a:94). This
seems to represent a set of fall-off patterns of declining abundance
of pottery with distance from production source units. The fall-off
is visible across the 7 km distance covered by the residential zones
in this study, and if it continued at a similar rate beyond, would
suggest that pottery did not generally travel more than
10–15 km from its place of production. Such distributions, of
course, can have long tails, and very small quantities of pottery
undoubtedly traveled farther, but Hongshan households seem to
have acquired the bulk of their pottery at fairly short distances.

No compositional group appeared in fewer than 8 of the 16
household units sampled, and 2 groups appeared in the 50-sherd
samples from every single one of the 16 household units (Li,
2016a:102). This means that all 12 compositional groups would
almost certainly have been discovered, even if only 8 (or even
fewer) households had been sampled. In the other direction it also
means that even if a much larger number of households were sam-
pled, the number of compositional groups discovered would prob-
ably not increase much at all. Twelve seems a good approximation
of the number of pottery source units for the Hongshan pottery
from this sector of the Upper Daling valley. These pottery source
units may not have a one-for-one correspondence with pottery
‘‘producers.” Multiple ‘‘producers” might have obtained raw mate-
rial in the same place and used similar procedures for making pot-
tery, resulting in the same elemental composition. At the same
time, single pottery ‘‘producers” might have obtained material in
different locations or used different procedures. The presence of
these 12 compositional groups, however, does help pin down the
degree of productive differentiation: it means that each household
did not make pottery for its own use, and it means that pottery for
this sector of the Upper Daling valley was not made by just one or a
very small handful of workshops.

Although operating on a fairly small spatial scale, pottery distri-
bution networks were complicated, overlapping, and non-
exclusive. Only one household pottery sample out of the 16
included as few as half of the 12 compositional groups, and one
yielded all 12 (Li, 2016a:102). Households unfailingly acquired
their pottery from multiple production source units. Since the
Dongshanzui and Sanjia residential zones are in one regional-
scale community and Erbuchi in another (Peterson et al., 2010,
2014a), economic interdependence clearly crossed such commu-
nity boundaries. In fact, boundaries of supra-local communities
are not only open as far as pottery distribution networks are con-
cerned, they seem to pose little or no impediment to the flow of
pottery. Dongshanzui and Sanjia are quite close together and
within the same regional-scale community, but Dongshanzui’s
pottery consumption patterns resemble those of Sanjia only mod-
estly more than those of Erbuchi, farther away and in a different
supra-local community.

These conclusions about pottery distribution patterns rely on
samples that include both utilitarian vessels for food preparation,
serving, and storage as well as on the lone vessel form with an
identifiable non-utilitarian function: the tongxingqi cylinders used
as architectural decoration on platforms. Tongxingqi were also
apparently used in domestic contexts in some way because tongx-
ingqi sherds also appear in household garbage in the Upper Daling
valley, and they were thus included in the sample for geochemical
analysis. Tongxingqi sherds appear in more than trivial numbers in
all 12 compositional groups. While they are more abundant in the
products of some compositional groups than others, no composi-
tional group can be identified as strongly focused on their manu-
facture. They are more homogeneous in geochemical composition
than utilitarian vessels, but only slightly (Li, 2016a:157). Thus
despite the impression some have that only highly trained special-
ists would have been able to make tongxingqi, they represent, like
utilitarian pottery, only a low level of productive differentiation.

In sum, very modest productive differentiation is detectable in
Hongshan pottery distribution patterns. Pottery was not made in
every household, but if each of the 12 compositional groups repre-
sents one household focusing on pottery production, this would
make pottery producers of roughly 5–10% of the households in
the two supra-local communities. If several different households
were involved in each of the compositional groups, then this pro-
portion would be even higher. This is indeed productive differenti-
ation and economic interdependence—some households did not
make pottery but relied for it on other households. But it is such
a low level of productive differentiation that neither tongxingqi
nor utilitarian pottery would qualify for the designation of special-
ized production according to some definitions of craft specializa-
tion (Hirth, 2006:8). These conclusions apply only to the Upper
Daling valley communities in the Hongshan core zone, which we
cannot compare to Fushanzhuang in the periphery in this regard
since there are no geochemical data for Fushanzhuang pottery.
The only serious contender for craft specialization would, then,
seem to be jade carving, based on the required skill level imputed
to it. Some of the carved jade included as offerings with the burials
of important people is actually of rudimentary workmanship, but
other pieces are of quite high quality. The only direct evidence of
the mode or place of production, though, consists of a few jade
spalls or other debitage from Niuheliang and the Dongjiayingzi site
(Guo, 1995:53; Liu and Dong, 1997).
6. Spatial patterning within residential zones: households and
neighborhoods

Some trends toward neighborhood-scale patterning in pottery
distribution are evident at Dongshanzui, Sanjia, and Erbuchi
(Li, 2016a:139–147). This does not take the form of complete
uniformity across households in neighborhoods with regard to
their profiles of pottery procurement, but groups of two or three
household units with especially similar pottery procurement pro-
files are often found quite close to each other. A cluster analysis
shows several groups of household units with similar pottery pro-
curement profiles (Fig. 9). One group of three includes two closely
neighboring household units (016 and 022) in a neighborhood at
the extreme southeast of the Sanjia residential zone (Fig. 10). The
third household unit in the group (002) is not close by but at the
opposite extreme of the Sanjia zone. Another group of two similar
profiles is formed by the other two household units in this neigh-
borhood for which we have pottery source data (017 and 023).
In the easternmost set of household units in the Dongshanzui



Fig. 9. Hierarchical clustering of ceramic procurement profiles for household units
at Sanjia (001–023), Dongshanzui (101–117), and Erbuchi (201–210). (After Li,
2016a:147.)
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residential zone, all within 125 m of each other, all three house-
holds for which we have pottery procurement data fall in the same
cluster by compositional group profiles (Fig. 11). The Erbuchi resi-
dential zone is essentially a single neighborhood since all its
household units are within about 200 m of each other. Here two
adjacent household units of the four (203 and 209) are very
strongly clustered together by similar pottery procurement profiles
(Fig. 12).

In terms of their participation in pottery distribution networks,
then, neighborhoods are diverse, in that different householdswithin
themdo showcontrasting pottery consumptionprofiles. But consid-
erably more often than one would expect, close neighbors partici-
pate in pottery distribution networks in very similar ways. Put
another way, among the 16 household units represented in the geo-
chemical analysis, there are four pairs of household units with very
strongly similar pottery procurement profiles (Fig. 9). Three of these
four are pairs of household units located less than 100 m apart.

Similar elements of neighborhood structure appear patchily but
unmistakably in the activity sets represented by household lithic
assemblages at Dongshanzui, Sanjia, and Erbuchi as well (Figs. 10–
12). Themixed light duty tool set identified in the multidimensional
scaling analysis is strongly represented in many household units
widely scattered through all three Upper Daling residential zones,
just as would be expected for a tool set reflecting common daily
household activities. Much the same can be said of the fine cutting
tool set. These two together constitute a kind of baseline lithic
assemblage for ordinary functions.

The miscellaneous craft production tool set varies from
household unit to household unit, with multiple overlapping sets
of specialized tools, and as might be expected is well represented
in only a relatively small number of household units (six). Since
proportions of these more specialized tools are higher in these
six households, proportions of the mixed light duty set are lower.
Of the six, two (009 and 011) pair up spatially in Sanjia only about
150 m from each other, and both especially emphasize abraders.
Another trio from the six includes two immediately adjacent
household units in Dongshanzui (113 and 116) and a third (108)
about 200 m away; all three especially emphasize awls and drills.

The hunting tool set is strongly represented at only four house-
hold units. Three of them are at Sanjia, and two of these (006 and
007) are less than 50 m apart. The heavy scraping and chopping tool
set is sometimes well represented in the same household units
with hunting tools. The four household units in Sanjia emphasizing
heavy scraping and chopping comprise two pairs of immediately
adjacent households (012 with 013 and 022 with 023). There are
also four household units emphasizing heavy scraping and chopping
at Dongshanzui, three of which (103, 106, and 107) are located
within a distance of 50 m. Another four households emphasizing
heavy scraping and chopping at Erbuchi include three within a dis-
tance of 60 m (205, 209, and 210). Ten household units at Sanjia
have high proportions of the early-stage lithic reduction tool set.
Five of them (003, 004, 005, 006, and 007) are in a group of seven
household units spanning less than 200 m, and the other five (015,
016, 019, 020, and 023) are in a group of nine households spanning
less than 100 m.

In sum, close neighbors at Dongshanzui, Sanjia, and Erbuchi
share both productive activity emphases and participation in pot-
tery procurement networks often enough to suggest that neighbor-
ing households were especially closely connected to each other.
These connections might reflect kinship links or other kinds of
social bonds. Economic interdependence between household units
was clearly not limited to the neighborhood scale. Instead, the
instances of two or three neighboring household units sharing
the same lithic tool sets indicate a focus on services or products
that were provided to the residents of other neighborhoods where
those tool sets were under-represented. Thus economic interde-
pendence between the residents of different neighborhoods, even
if slight, is indicated both by lithic assemblages and compositional
analysis of pottery.

There are some indications that links embodied in the spatial
proximity of households within neighborhoods also connect pro-
ductive activities with social prestige. This suggestion is strongest
at the southeastern extreme of Sanjia where nine household units
are unusually tightly packed together (Fig. 10). Seven of the nine
are of high prestige, and all nine have at least one strongly repre-
sented lithic tool set in addition to the widespread mixed light duty
set indicative of general daily activities in many households; most
of the nine have two or three additional tool sets strongly repre-
sented. The early-stage lithic reduction, late-stage lithic reduction,
and heavy tool production activities are especially emphasized.
The household unit that stands out most strongly for high prestige
(019), in the very center of this household group, has particularly
high proportions for all three of these tool sets in addition to the
mixed light duty set. Different household units in this group also
had high proportions of both high- and low-quality lithic raw
material. Whatever the nature of a relationship between higher
social prestige, access to lithic raw material of varying kinds, and
lithic tool production, these things all do converge in a remarkable
way on this one neighborhood. This convergence is the strongest
indication in the spatial patterning that social prestige and produc-
tive activities were related. The evidence would be consistent with
the idea that higher prestige facilitated access to varied lithic raw
material used in the production of a diversity of tools, especially
agricultural tools and blades. This neighborhood, then, where
household units of high prestige were concentrated could also



Fig. 10. Distribution of household units in the Sanjia residential zone with the characteristics of their artifact assemblages. A dynamic version of this figure is available online
(Peterson et al., 2017).
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have been a special source of lithic tools that were procured from
the residents of this neighborhood and used by other household
units in the community.

At Fushanzhuang, the agriculture/woodworking and mixed light
duty lithic tool sets are well represented in a goodly number of
households, widely scattered through the village, just as expected
for what were regarded as baseline tool sets for common daily
activities (Fig. 13). Among other widespread activities, early-stage
lithic reduction and late-stage lithic reduction tend to be emphasized
in different households, as indicated in the multidimensional scal-



Fig. 11. Distribution of household units in the Dongshanzui residential zone with the characteristics of their artifact assemblages. A dynamic version of this figure is available
online (Peterson et al., 2017).
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ing, but both activities are also scattered broadly across the village.
As in the Upper Daling valley, at Fushanzhuang the same tool sets
are emphasized in neighboring household units more often than
would be expected. Blade production is particularly heavily repre-
sented at three household units (F04, F09A, and F10B), all within
100 m of each other. Similarly the only two household units with
substantial representation of the hunting tool set are only 100 m
apart (F01 and F07). And the two household units with the stron-
gest representation of themiscellaneous craft production tool set are
also 100 m apart (F03 and F07).

Indications that prestige differentiation has some relationship
to productive differentiation come in the same form as at Sanjia.
Three of the five high-prestige household units (F01, F03, and
F06) are immediately adjacent to each other, with two additional
household units (F13A and F13B) forming a neighborhood spatially
set off from the rest of the village. One of these two other house-
hold units (F13A) shows a much stronger representation than
any other household unit of tool sets not part of the broadly dis-
tributed common daily activities set. Two of the high-prestige
households (F03 and F13A) also have high proportions of tool sets
outside the common daily activities group. Altogether, more than
half of the instances in the village of especially heavy emphasis
on more specialized tool sets occur among these five household
units. The two other high-prestige households (F13A and F13B)
are also immediate neighbors, but the less usual lithic tool sets
are not especially strongly represented here. Unlike Sanjia, at Fush-
anzhuang this spatial association between prestige and productive
differentiation does not involve either early- or late-stage lithic
reduction.

The clearest spatial patterning of household characteristics at
the neighborhood and individual household scale concerns pres-
tige and ceremonial activities. At Dongshanzui, two household
units with indicators of higher prestige are immediately adjacent
to the large excavated ceremonial platform, and another is only
100 m away from it. At the southeastern extreme of Sanjia seven
high-prestige household units form the majority of a tightly
packed group of nine household units in a patch only 100 m across.
The edge of a ceremonial platform was encountered in a test exca-
vation here, immediately adjacent to one of the high-prestige
household units. Another high-prestige household unit is located



Fig. 12. Distribution of household units in the Erbuchi residential zone with the characteristics of their artifact assemblages. A dynamic version of this figure is available
online (Peterson et al., 2017).
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at the northwestern extreme of Sanjia, less than 100 m from a plat-
form. And the only high-prestige household unit at Erbuchi is
immediately adjacent to the one known platform there. Household
units with high proportions of tongxingqi sherds are also found clo-
ser to platforms than household units with lower proportions of
tongxingqi sherds. The consistency and statistical confidence of this
pattern of spatial association between high proportions of tongx-
ingqi sherds and higher prestige in household units on the one
hand and ceremonial platforms on the other is illustrated in Fig. 14.

At Fushanzhuang in the Hongshan periphery, high-prestige
households are also close to the platforms, but so are some other
households without indicators of very high prestige. Four small
platforms are arranged at the corners of an open plaza; three of
the high-prestige household units are within 100 m of one plat-
form, and the other two are slightly over 100 m from another
(Fig. 12). The mean distance to the nearest platform for high-
prestige household units is less than for other household units,
but the difference is not as great as in the Upper Daling communi-
ties although it can be identified with a good degree of statistical
confidence (Fig. 14).

7. Conclusions

Analysis of Hongshan household assemblages and their spatial
patterning is entirely consistent with broad general archaeological
ideas about small Neolithic villages. These villages were mostly
quite dispersed, with houses spread as much as 50–100 m apart.
They can, nonetheless, be identified as coherent local communities,
set off from a much more open landscape dotted with individual
homesteads that sometimes clustered by twos and threes. Within
the generally dispersed villages there were sometimes much more
nucleated clusters of houses as close as 10–15 m from their neigh-
bors, forming spatially definable neighborhoods. This description
seems equally applicable to the core zone and the periphery.
7.1. Prestige, productive, and wealth differentiation in core and
periphery

Production of the utilitarian necessities of daily life, as well as of
much more elaborate ritual items like tongxingqi, was at the house-
hold level. Both prestige and productive differentiation (Drennan
and Peterson, 2012:76–79) are unmistakable in the household pot-
tery and lithic assemblages, and any degree of productive differen-
tiation entails a similar degree of economic interdependence
between households. It is important to note that both prestige
and productive differentiation, while clearly in evidence, were
equally clearly quite modest in scope. There is no indication of any-
thing even remotely approaching full-time craft specialization.
Indeed the modest scope of productive differentiation seen in
Hongshan villages would be too minimal even to qualify for the
label of specialization by some definitions. Costin (1991) might call
it very low-intensity specialization, although there has been so
much debate about defining the word ‘‘specialization” that, follow-
ing Smith (2004:82), we have avoided it here in preference to ‘‘pro-
ductive differentiation,” conceived of as running along a
continuous scale from low to high, not in presence-absence terms
as a nominal variable. Nothing in the household assemblages sug-
gests a life of luxury or a higher standard of living for the most
prestigious households or those with special tool sets. This is con-
sistent with the relatively homogeneous small size of house struc-
tures at Hongshan settlements that have been excavated, although
there are no excavated data on houses for Dongshanzui, Sanjia,
Erbuchi, or Fushanzhuang. Wealth differentiation (Drennan and
Peterson, 2012:76–78) between Hongshan households is thus not
recognizable at all in the household assemblages.

Median Euclidean distances were used above to show very
slightly greater prestige differentiation and possibly very slightly
greater productive differentiation in the core zone communities.
They can also put a finer point on the comparison between these



Fig. 13. Distribution of household units at Fushanzhuang with the characteristics of their artifact assemblages. A dynamic version of this figure is available online (Peterson
et al., 2017).
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two sorts of differentiation. Median Euclidean distances between
households will be greater if the number of variables they are
based on is larger, so they must be divided by the number of vari-
ables (4 for the ceramic analysis and 19 for the lithic analysis) in
order to compare them across analyses. The median Euclidean dis-
tance per variable for household ceramic assemblages in Upper
Daling household assemblages is 0.627 (0.606–0.646 at 95% confi-
dence) compared to 0.509 for Fushanzhuang (0.452–0.599 at 95%
confidence). The median Euclidean distance per variable for house-
hold lithic assemblages in Upper Daling household assemblages is
0.299 (0.291–0.305 for 95% confidence) compared to 0.287 (0.273–
0.305 for 95% confidence). Measured in this way, the prestige dif-
ferentiation indicated by ceramic assemblages is stronger than
the productive differentiation indicated by lithic assemblages for
both core and periphery households.

At both Fushanzhuang and Sanjia there is some indication of a
connection between higher-prestige households and productive
differentiation. This raises at least the possibility in both cases that
such a connection with productive activities contributed to the
enhancement of household prestige. The convergence of high pres-
tige and particular productive activities in the tightly nucleated
cluster of households at the southeast of the Sanjia residential zone
is clearer than the connection between prestige and production
seen at Fushanzhuang. Productive differentiation in the Sanjia vil-
lage economy thus seems both slightly more strongly developed
and slightly more strongly connected to social ranking than at
Fushanzhuang.

Households with higher prestige in the Upper Daling communi-
ties also participated in pottery procurement networks in subtly
different ways. Ordinary households seem often to have relied sub-
stantially on four or five or even more pottery source units (except
for a very few who relied extremely heavily on one or two pottery
source units). Households of higher prestige, however, regularly
relied to a more or less equal extent on three or sometimes four
pottery source units as their major suppliers. It is possible that this
hints at a pattern of relationships with other households that bal-
ances breadth and depth in a distinctive way. One could imagine
that higher prestige accrued to households with substantial ties
to the ‘‘right” number of allies—neither too few to be effective
nor too many to build strong relationships with. The distinctive
pattern of pottery procurement in high-prestige household units,
then, might reflect something about the broader patterns of net-
working that brought prestige to those households (Li,
2016a:159–169).

7.2. Ritual differentiation, ceremonial architecture, and elaborate
burials

The scope of productive differentiation indicated and the degree
of prestige differentiation detectable in the household assem-
blages, as well as the possibility of subtly different patterns of net-
working on the part of high-prestige households, all seem quite
modest in comparison to the more dramatic social differences indi-
cated by platform burials contrasted with simpler interments as at
Baiyinchanghan and Nantaizi. Differences between the Upper Dal-
ing core zone communities, and Fushanzhuang in the periphery,
while favoring the core zone, seem trivial in comparison to the dif-
ferences between core zone and periphery in regard to the scale



Fig. 14. Mean distances to the nearest ceremonial platform compared between
higher and lower prestige household units in Upper Daling residential zones and at
Fushanzhuang and between household units with higher and lower proportions of
tongxingqi cylinders in Upper Daling residential zones.
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and quantity of ceremonial architecture and the elaboration of
burials associated with it. Specifically at Dongshanzui, excavated
ceremonial architecture centers on a raised platform with a hard-
packed yellow earth surface on top of which was constructed a
stone enclosure 12 by 10 m with three 1-m-high piles of conical
stones inside. Two more stone walls bracket the enclosure on the
east and west, and four small circular platforms with stone curbs
(2.5 m in diameter) lay to the south at the entrance to this complex
(Peterson et al., 2014a:7–11; Guo and Zhang, 1984). A skeleton was
encountered adjacent to one of these platforms, and additional
burials have recently been found under the other small platforms.
Carved jades, a large ceramic bowl, pottery figurine fragments, and
tongxingqi sherds were found in association with the burials and
elsewhere in the platform deposits. At least three more platforms
were in the Sanjia residential zone within 1.5 km of the Dong-
shanzui ceremonial complex. These burials represent a level of
funerary treatment unknown in the periphery, and considerably
larger platforms and more impressive burials are known from
other locations in the core zone (although household assemblage
data are not available for any of those places). Construction of
the ceremonial complex at Dongshanzui was carried out episodi-
cally, probably mostly in the middle and later part of the Hongshan
period. The earliest construction on the site took the same form as
a house structure, but an unusually large one, 7.4 m north-south by
more than 2.5 m in its incomplete east-west dimension. If it was
square, like most other such structures, it would have covered
some 55 m2. Its entrance was especially elaborate, with steps lead-
ing down to the floor below ground level, and partitions dividing
the interior space, blocking access to the left and right. It is most
convincingly interpreted, along with other particularly large Hong-
shan house-like structures, as a structure not for residence but for
communal gatherings of some sort.

The differences between the core zone and the periphery in
regard to prestige and productive differentiation as indicated in
household artifact assemblages, then, seem wholly unmatched to
the differences seen between the core zone and periphery in regard
to ceremonial activities and ritual differentiation in burial treat-
ments (Drennan and Peterson, 2012:77). The obviously important
individuals buried under platforms did, nonetheless, have to live
somewhere. The best candidates known for the households of indi-
viduals who might be given such treatment at death would be
household units with assemblages indicating high prestige. This
leads to the conclusion that, whatever made some individuals so
important in death, they did not live very differently from anyone
else. They seem to have had more prestige, but not greater wealth
or a noticeably higher standard of living. They may have been con-
nected to some of the tenuous productive differentiation that was
emerging in Hongshan times; they may have used and displayed
slightly finer and more elaborate pottery (and possibly other pos-
sessions); they may have socialized with others in their communi-
ties in slightly more refined ways; and they may have networked
in a slightly distinctive way with their neighbors. But the aspects
of village life best reflected in household artifact assemblages
(emphasizing productive activities, wealth, and social prestige)
do not provide any good indication of an economic or social basis
for the sometimes dramatic differences in treatment between cer-
emonial platform burials with jade carvings on the one hand and
known simple village burials in graves on the other hand. Ritual
differentiation is, in and of itself, by far the strongest factor in set-
ting some people apart from others and creating asymmetrical
relationships in Hongshan villages. The supposed bundling of a
unified set of social, political, productive, wealth, and ritual ele-
ments into a single integrated early-complex-society package def-
initely did not characterize Hongshan social organization.

7.3. Leadership, power, and regional integration

We are left with the conclusion that the presumed leaders of
Hongshan polities, some of whom were buried in elaborate cere-
monial facilities, were special principally in a ritual realm that
was little reflected in the economics and social interactions of daily
life. It is worth questioning whether the important individuals in
these burials, as important as they seem to have been in ritual,
exercised much real political power at all. Even though the sym-
bolic manifestations of their specialness are much more highly
developed in the core zone than in the periphery, the political inte-
gration accomplished in the core zone seems only trivially larger-
scale (in either demographic or spatial terms) than that of the
periphery. And the regional communities known for any part of
the Hongshan culture area are really quite small in scale, repre-
senting populations often in the low hundreds and occasionally
in the very low thousands.

If the scale of political integration is any indicator of the projec-
tion of political power, then the supposed leaders of the core zone
would seem to have wielded only trivially greater power than
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those of the periphery, and neither wielded very much. Archaeolo-
gists sometimes turn to mobilization of labor for construction of
public architecture as an indication of political power, but the cer-
emonial constructions of Dongshanzui would not have required
large labor forces. Based on commonly-used estimates of the labor
required for moving earth and constructing stone walls (Erasmus
1965), a very generous estimate is that the Dongshanzui ceremo-
nial complex would have required less than 7000 person-days.
The Dongshanzui supra-local community is estimated to have
had an average population of 500–1000 during Hongshan times.
If one-third of the population were available laborers, they would
have invested a total of 21–42 days in the construction project.
Stratigraphy indicates that the construction effort was divided into
several stages at different times, meaning no more than a week or
two was needed for any given episode. Alternatively a very small
number of workers might have been at it for a somewhat longer
time. The organizational and labor requirements of public architec-
ture, then, provide little evidence for the projection of much power
by leaders.

Even calling the supra-local regional-scale Hongshan communi-
ties ‘‘polities” may be an exaggeration of the degree of organization
properly called ‘‘political.” A better label might be ‘‘ritualities” (a
neologism attributed by Yoffee [2005:168]; Yoffee et al.
[1999:265–266] to one of us)—socially cohesive, centrally focused,
supra-local, territorial groupings of people whose interaction and
integration revolved around ceremony, ritual, and belief more than
centralized political power. The ritual differentiation reflected in
platform burials with jades carved in symbolic forms seems not
to have spilled over into those aspects of village interaction best
reflected by household assemblages. Substantial ritual differentia-
tion, accompanied by only slight prestige or productive differenti-
ation and no detectable wealth differentiation, seems the rule.

7.4. Households, ritual, and ceremony

Household assemblages do reflect the importance of ritual and
ceremony in several ways. As noted above, high-prestige house-
holds are closer to ceremonial structures, and this is especially
marked in the core zone—one of the biggest differences to be
observed between core and periphery communities. The artifact
assemblages of Dongshanzui, Sanjia, and Erbuchi also contain
much higher proportions of tongxingqi cylinders than artifact
assemblages from Fushanzhuang (4.08% vs. 0.04%)—not just in
association with ceremonial platforms but also in ordinary house-
hold garbage. They may have been used in household ritual in
some way as well. And this usage was clearly vastly more common
in the core zone communities. Household units within 100 m of
platforms in the Upper Daling residential zones can have assem-
blages in which more than 5% of the sherds are from tongxingqi.
This might be attributable to proximity to places where they were
used architecturally in large numbers, but smaller proportions of
tonxingqi sherds occur in numerous household assemblages at con-
siderable distances from platforms at Dongshanzui, Sanjia, and
Erbuchi. Figurines in household refuse at Xinglonggou
(Zhongguo, 2004) do suggest nonetheless that household ritual
was not entirely absent in the periphery.

There seems no way to account for an intensification of religios-
ity and ritual in the core zone, then, in other aspects of Hongshan
life or organization. Its development may need to be understood in
terms of its own internal logic and historical trajectory rather than
in any demographic, political, or economic foundations or implica-
tions. This involves consideration of when during the long Hong-
shan period different things may have happened, and our ability
to distinguish different parts of the period is limited. There are at
least some radiocarbon dates for the excavated ceremonial sites
of the core zone and for the excavated residential remains of the
periphery. For the most part, though, these dates pertain specifi-
cally to the sites and features from which the dated samples were
recovered. It is possible to identify a few earlier and later features
of tongxingqi but for the most part utilitarian Hongshan pottery
cannot be assigned on stylistic grounds to any particular part of
the period. Radiocarbon dates from our stratigraphic tests and
from other excavations, as well as thermoluminescence dates on
sherds (Peterson et al., 2014:21–25) indicate that the occupation
of the residential zones we studied at Dongshanzui, Sanjia, and
Erbuchi spans the entire Hongshan period. The low levels of pro-
ductive differentiation and even lower levels of wealth differentia-
tion seen in the household artifact assemblages, then, suggest that
at no time during the Hongshan period were these economic char-
acteristics much developed.

The belief and ritual system that came to characterize Hong-
shan society so strongly may have its archaeologically visible roots
in large house-like structures such as the one that underlies the
later ceremonial complex at Dongshanzui. These large structures
have been seen as the locations of communal activities in Hong-
shan villages, and this is a convincing interpretation of the one at
Dongshanzui. Its special features, unlike those of ordinary houses,
make it unlikely that this was an elite residence. The household
assemblages analyzed above represent materials only about 25 m
from this structure and none of the household possessions in these
nearby assemblages suggest even high prestige, much less wealth.
Since the large structure is under the middle Hongshan period cer-
emonial complex, it likely dates to the early part of the period, con-
sistent with four very early radiocarbon dates for nearby
occupation (Peterson et al., 2014a:41). Two additional examples
of such large structures, at Xishuiquan and Baiyinchanghan in
the periphery well away from the Hongshan core zone, are from
early to middle Hongshan times, based on radiocarbon dates, mak-
ing it plausible that the formation of communities around collec-
tive activities in these structures began early on in the core zone
and spread at a somewhat later date to the periphery. Also sup-
porting this notion of a middle Hongshan period shift in the nature
and expression of religion in ritual is the apparent restriction of the
use of tongxingqi to the middle and late part of the period, based on
radiocarbon dates from excavations of the ceremonial structures
into which they were incorporated.

By middle Hongshan times the construction of full-fledged cer-
emonial complexes was well underway in the core zone, as con-
firmed by radiocarbon dates at Dongshanzui and Niuheliang, and
this may represent a shift to more formalized religious beliefs,
ritual activities, and priest- or shaman-like roles filled by socially
important people eventually buried with carved jades under plat-
forms. Large house-like structures for communal activities may
have continued in use as well; a 50-m2 example radiocarbon dated
to late Hongshan times is adjacent to more elaborate ceremonial
architecture at Niuheliang Locality 1 (Liaoning, 2012:45–46). These
places, activities, and personae could have drawn people together
into growing regional-scale ‘‘ritualities,” first in the core zone
and later in at least some parts of the periphery, as at Fushanz-
huang. The longer tradition of this pattern in the core zone would
account not only for a larger accumulation of ceremonial architec-
ture there but also its greater elaboration and a generally more
important cultural position for its most impressive concentrations
at places like Niuheliang. Platform building and the full complex of
ritual and belief might never have taken hold in some parts of the
periphery, accounting for some supra-local communities there
without evidence of ceremonial platforms (although they might
have had large centrally-placed structures for communal activities
like the one at Baiyinchanghan, which would only be known from
extensive excavation).
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7.5. Hongshan communities in comparative perspective

Hongshan communities, then, as much as they fit comfortably
in some ways into archaeological notions of ‘‘the Neolithic village,”
do not in fact show any evidence at all for several elements of the
unified package of social, economic, and political changes the
emergence of such villages is commonly thought to foster. Social
organization and community identity revolved almost exclusively
around religion and ritual, which seem to have encouraged some
modest prestige differentiation but very little productive differen-
tiation and no recognizable accumulation of wealth. Such produc-
tive differentiation as occurred was not particularly focused on
goods for ritual or communal use in what has been labeled the
ritual mode of production (Spielmann, 2002). Exchange of utilitar-
ian goods did link villages and ‘‘ritualities,” but most goods seem
not to have traveled far at all. In the realm of items of ceremonial
use, tongxingqi follow the same pattern as utilitarian goods; jade
might possibly be an exception since the sources of the raw mate-
rial might be geographically restricted and distant, although the
skills required for jade carving are not much different from those
needed for making muchmore common ground stone tools. Niuhe-
liang’s role as major sacred place and possible pilgrimage center
(Peterson et al., 2010; Drennan et al., 2017) was muchmore impor-
tant than exchange of goods in stimulating interaction among
Hongshan communities across the large Hongshan territory.

Rather than encouraging the development of greater economic
interdependence, accumulation of wealth and power, and larger-
scale political integration—or even the formation of larger collabo-
rating groups through collective action—the dominant role of reli-
gion and ritual in Hongshan organization may have placed
obstacles in such paths of change. The societies these patterns cre-
ated represent 1500 years of fundamental social stability with a
consistent and heavy emphasis on collective belief, religion, and
ritual (rather than productive or wealth differentiation or strong
political power) as a basis of social integration. This may sound like
the notion of ‘‘theocratic chiefdoms” inherited from twentieth-
century cultural evolutionary thinking, which often saw religion
and ritual as the central basis of early complex societies. And
Hongshan society does bear a resemblance to other examples that
have been discussed under this heading, such as the Mesoamerican
Olmec societies centered on San Lorenzo or La Venta, or Mississip-
pian societies like Cahokia, Moundville, and others in the south-
eastern U.S. In contrast to Hongshan stability, these societies
have been seen by some as fragile and unstable, in part because
of their reliance on ritual means of integration. Ritual differentia-
tion was indeed strongly developed in these latter societies, but
they contrast sharply with Hongshan societies in the degree to
which other elements of the complex society package were bun-
dled together with it. Both Olmec and Mississippian societies show
considerably greater productive, prestige, and wealth differentia-
tion than Hongshan societies. The spatial and demographic scale
of their political integration and the political power of their leaders
were also considerably greater. As a consequence, Mississippian
and Olmec societies may have been subject to stresses that Hong-
shan society escaped, and this may have contributed to Hongshan
organization’s longevity.

Obviously no two trajectories of social change are identical in
every respect, and it is by no means our intention to argue that
the Hongshan trajectory is unique. It is interesting to note, though,
that in the ways described above Hongshan societies resemble sev-
eral early complex societies in the Americas much more than their
roughly contemporaneous Yangshao neighbors in central China,
where ritual is far less conspicuous, and productive and wealth dif-
ferentiation considerably more strongly developed. Our hope is
that by playing off both differences and similarities to other trajec-
tories in a comparative frame we can come to understand better
the social dynamics that produced them. For now these ideas
remain in the realm of comparative speculation, to be pursued
by further comparative analysis. It is no accident that the specula-
tive comparisons we are able to make for Hongshan societies fea-
ture Mesoamerica and the southeastern U.S.—two regions where
our knowledge derives from a multi-pronged archaeology focused
on households and communities that combines attention to elabo-
rate burials and monumental architecture and public works with
reconstruction of village life based on residential structures as well
as systematic analysis of household artifact assemblages (e.g.
Drennan, 1976; Welch, 1991; Santley and Hirth, 1993; Wilson,
2008; Knight, 2016; Olson and Smith, 2016; Walton and Carballo,
2016).
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